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Cutter Guide

The Safest
Cutting Tools
For ANY Skill Level

The TrueCut Rotary Cutting System is perfect
for quilters and crafters of any skill level!

Call for a free copy of our catalog!

The cutter guide and ruler track on our cutters
and rulers work together to prevent slipping,
and keep your cuts straight every time!
TrueCut gives you an easier, safer, and more
accurate cutting experience.

See our online videos at:
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1-800-264-0644

www.graceframe.com

SAQA connections support
success, sense of community
by Lisa Ellis

A

t our board meeting in April,

president. I am strongly connected

we brainstormed what suc-

and have found deep friendships

cess looks like given our mission.

among SAQA members. I still have a

What would the world look like if

way to go in my artistic journey, but

we accomplished our mission? From

our SAQA community supports me

that interesting discussion, one of

and cheers me on.

the strong themes to emerge was a

What about you? Are you finding

strategic goal — every member is con-

meaningful connections and com-

nected. In the months since, a related

munity through our SAQA organiza-

word that continually surfaces in our

tion? We have several new initiatives

discussions is community.

to increase the opportunities for our

Every member’s artist journey is

members to reach each other and

unique. Every member’s personal

grow together in their artistic endeav-

goals and abilities are at different

ors, with a particular focus on our

places along the artistic curve. But

international/global membership.

something we have in common is

The first initiative is our Regional

that we seek connections and com-

Development Committee, chaired by

munity among those passionate

board member Jayne Gaskins. This

about the art quilt.

committee is examining how our

I met SAQA for the first time about

members connect based on where

10 years ago at International Quilt

they live. Thanks to our generous

Festival/Houston, where I saw an

donors, The Yvonne Porcella Memo-

exhibition of art quilts for the first

rial Fund for Regional Development

time. I was a new quilter making

will allow us to invest in this critical

original work, but I didn’t understand

area in 2017.

the distinctions between traditional
and art quilts. My own work was an

Next, the SAQA Education Committee, chaired by board member

Deborah Boschert, has rolled out an
exciting new project called SAQA
Seminar, a multimedia collection of
content on a specific theme designed
to inform, inspire and connect SAQA
members.
Getting to know other art quilters
is one of the best parts of being a
SAQA member, so we have built that
into the SAQA Seminar format with
two new technologies: Stitch Chats,
using a new video conferencing platform; and a SAQA Seminar discussion
forum, where members can post comments, thoughts, or questions on any
topic and others can respond.
My personal initiative to connect
with members is through traveling.
I was fortunate to travel to Canada
in May to attend the opening of our
My Corner of the World exhibit at the
Stratford Perth Museum in Ontario
and in August to the Festival of Quilts

expression of my soul, my thoughts

in Birmingham, England. I thor-

and inspirations. When I saw the

oughly enjoyed meeting more of our

SAQA exhibit, I knew I had found

members, our regional representa-

my people. My work was not at the

tives, and learning about the unique

level of artists in that exhibit, but this

needs of our non-USA community.

was the path I wished to follow, the

Are you connected? Do you feel a

people I wished to get to know. So, I

part of a community with likeminded

joined.

artists? How can we support you in
your journey?

I got involved in SAQA and met

I want to hear from you with your

people through volunteering. I was
asked to join a committee, and then

ideas for making connections and

another, and eventually I was asked

building community. Please reach out

to join the board. Then I was asked

to me at board@saqa.com.
My community is growing every

to serve on the executive committee
as vice president for strategic planning. And here I am today serving as

Yvonne Porcella

day. I look forward to getting to know
you.
SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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Creation to Curation
2017 SAQA Conference
April 27-30 • Lincoln, Nebraska
Embassy Suites by Hilton in the Haymarket District

This joint conference with the International Quilt Study Center
and Museum offers a full schedule of events, including:
➤ Exclusive behind-the-scene tours of classrooms, studios,
and exhibitions at the International Quilt Study Center
and Museum
➤ Keynote speech by world-renowned quilter Michael
James, Chair and Ardis James Professor of Textiles,
Merchandising and Fashion Design at the University of
Nebraska–Lincoln
➤ Breakout sessions on museum acquisitions, mock
jurying, and educational approaches to touring galleries

Register now!
www.saqa.com/conference

$400

($40 late fee applies after March 1st)

➤ Student panel discussions
➤ The return of the popular Lightning Talks
(formerly PechaKucha)
➤ Opening of SAQA’s Layered Voices exhibition and
the 2017 Trunk Show

Full Conference Registration

$300

Regional representatives/speakers

$150

Full-time student
(verification will be required)

My life in stitches comes full circle
by Diane Howell, SAQA Journal editor

I

have begun to see my life as a

a reporter covering the arts, led me to

to photography. It was Barry’s own

stitched-together affair. I have

found an annual quilt exhibition and

life’s patchwork.

started to analyze my life from a dis-

later to apply to be the editor of the

tance, to see how important each first

SAQA Journal.

step has been to the next. I am one

My dad, Lee, had an equal influence

When Barry passed away, I wrote
about my childhood memory and
my time with him. I was editing a

big patchwork, sewn together with

on me. In 1964, we had just moved

graphics magazine at the time, and if

themes that started in childhood.

to Arizona and we knew our man,

I wanted to see it in print, I was going

Could it be that leaps of faith

Republican presidential candidate

to have to work for the privilege. I sent

are more often tethered takeoffs

Barry Goldwater, wasn’t going to win

it to every news outlet in Phoenix,

anchored with a secure knot?

the election. My dad wasn’t going to

via fax, a time-consuming task. My

vote. Even by second-grade standards

college friend, Mark Scarp, worked at

me to piece nine-patch blocks

that was odd. As the news played on

a local paper at the time, and called

together. I did this over and over and

during dinner, my father did some-

to say the Mesa Tribune would run

over. I still have them, unfinished, in

thing extraordinary. “A man ought

it. “Thank you,” he said. I wondered

an old basket a friend of a great-aunt

to carry his own state,” he said, and

why he thanked me. When the paper

gave to me. They are imperfect, yet

out the door he went to vote. Barry

came out, it was on the front page of

I learned to love crazy color com-

won Arizona with 50.45 percent of the

the editorial section alongside a piece

binations and visual texture. My

vote.

written by a reporter who had covered

My grandmother, Mayme, taught

mom, Helen, quilted as well, and was

When I grew up, I interviewed then

the 1964 election. It was a perfect pair-

another lover of bold color choices.

Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Arizona, for

ing of two reporters’ viewpoints of the

Did you know bathrooms are sup-

one of those lengthy, question-and-

same election and the same man.

posed to be purple?

answer pieces wherein young people

That groundwork in quilting led

boast and old people reflect. Barry

Full circle. All stitched up. That’s
what a life is.
I started with nine patches and

me to study with the best of local and

reflected, telling me that when he was

national teachers. Nancy Brenan Dan-

young, he never thought he would

wound up making quilts. I started

iel taught me hand quilting. Laurene

have a house on Camelback Moun-

out loving to read and soon became

Sinema showed me the ins and outs

tain. Yet, there we were, in a room

someone who edits.

of Baltimore-style appliqué. My love

with a view, discussing everything

of all the techniques, and my work as

from former President Richard Nixon

Susan Schrott
Biscuit in a Bowl
12 x 12 inches, 2011
The Schrott family’s three-pound
Maltese, Biscuit, adored making
himself at home in this ceramic bowl.

For more wonderful images of domestic
friends, see Member Gallery on page 20.

What’s next? More of the same. I’m
not done stitching yet.

In Memoriam
It is with great sadness we report the
passing of three SAQA members: Suzanne
Riggio, Karen Loprete, and Dale Anne Potter.
Their joyful spirits and beautiful works hold
a special place in our hearts. We extend our
condolences to their families and friends.
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Land and memory
Dorothy Caldwell maps a life in quilting

by Cindy Grisdela

D

orothy Caldwell came to art quilts almost

fabric in the batik style. Her interest in fabric art

by accident. Now a renowned artist living in

piqued, she attended Surface Design Association

Canada, she graduated from the Tyler School of Art

conferences and International Shibori Symposiums

in Philadelphia with a focus on painting. “I came

presented by the World Shibori Network through

to textiles through the back door,” she says.

collaborative efforts. In the early 1990s, she spent

After moving to Canada, Dorothy began experi-

6

several years researching quilting and the quilt-

menting with painting on fabric using wax and

ing tradition in North America on her own and

dye. As a painter, it felt familiar to apply color

through a series of artist residencies in the Cana-

to cloth with brushes and draw with soft wax on

dian cities of Toronto and Quebec.

• SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4

“I found myself drawn to quilts made from
fabrics that had a previous history,” Dorothy says.
“I’m intrigued by the idea that, through the process
of making and remaking, time and history are
encoded into cloth.” Further research followed,
focusing on the stitching traditions of Kantha
embroidery in India and Sashiko in Japan.
“My work is a map of land and memory,” Dorothy says in the first sentence of her artist statement.

SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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Dorothy Caldwell with Signs
8 feet 7 inches square
2014

In order to create, she first explores a place by walk-

and paper dyed from natural sources, recording

ing the land and collecting bits of earth and arti-

fragments of the places she studied. The work cre-

facts of the landscape. She even uses earth to dye

ated on site informs the more finished pieces made

her fabrics. Recently, Dorothy spent several years in

later in the studio.

residencies studying the landscape in the Austra-

Dorothy’s large-scale art quilts are measured

lian outback and the Canadian Arctic. She filled

in feet, not inches, and they are entirely hand

numerous small journals with images, drawings,

stitched. Even the background pieces are put

8
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together by hand. Signs is 8 feet 7 inches square

act of stitching as necessarily involving just the

and was created in 2014 using wax and silkscreen

small muscles of the hand while the artist is seated,

resist on cotton with stitching and appliqué.

particularly when stitching by hand. In contrast,

The imagery in this piece is based on signs of

a painter may use his or her entire body to make a

human settlement. These signs reference objects

mark or a line, perhaps like Jackson Pollack flinging

collected on her walks in the outback, such as an

paint.

old horseshoe, rusted cans, and wire that indicate

“I often think about how to make an energetic

early European settlement, as well as aboriginal

stitch — a stitch with a sense of gesture,” Dorothy

symbols marked on rock faces much earlier in time.

says.

“They each are carriers of human history,” she says.
The stitch as mark making is very important

The gestural stitch is evident in A Red Hill/A Green
Hill from 2012. This piece is 9 feet 3 inches x 9 feet

in Dorothy’s work. “A stitch is a mark like any

6 inches, with two large ovals stitched into the

other mark. It is a dot, a line, a texture. One of

background and active running stitches covering

my questions is how the mark made with a needle

the lower quadrant of the quilt.

and thread is similar to or different from a drawn

Also from 2012, Fjord shows the sweeping oval

or painted mark,” Dorothy says. She describes the

form on a darker background. Small bits of color

SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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A Red Hill/
A Green Hill
9 feet 3 inches x
9 feet 6 inches
2012

activate the black-and-white surface,

when she can have uninterrupted

and different stitch patterns travel all

blocks of time to create.

over the top. Some are simple run-

To begin a new piece, she first cre-

In 2014, Dorothy had a major
exhibition at the Art Gallery of
Peterborough in Peterborough,

ning stitches, and others seem more

ates the base cloth using printing,

Ontario, Canada. All of the work in

like darning or mending stitches,

wax resist, and discharge or dyeing.

the exhibit, entitled Silent Ice/Deep

something that interests Dorothy

Once the base layer is complete, she

Patience, was created in response to

from her studies of traditional stitch

hangs the piece on the wall and con-

her residencies in Australia and the

forms from other cultures. She views

tinues by adding appliqué, stitching,

Canadian Arctic.

the stitch as a means of repair and

and drawing with thread. Sometimes

is inspired by this Louise Bourgeois

a ladder is required to reach the top

pieces, the exhibition included a

quote: “I have always had a fasci-

of the piece. “When the cloth is first

separate space to show the objects

nation with the needle, the magic

hung up on the wall, I usually view

Dorothy collected or made on site

power of the needle. The needle is

it with despair,” Dorothy says. “At

that informed the final work. These

used to repair the damage. It’s a claim

the same time I’m glad for the flaws

objects included book forms made

to forgiveness.”

and mistakes; they give me a place to

with plant-dyed Japanese paper;

begin. I approach the work as a repair

collections of metal, stone, and wire

project.”

shapes; ochre-colored string that was

Dorothy’s comfortable studio is
full of artifacts and collections from
her travels. She works there at night,

In addition to the finished textile

hand spun in the aboriginal tradition;
see “Dorothy Caldwell ” on page 28
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Fjord
8 feet 8 inches x
8 feet 6 inches
2012

Silent Ice/Deep Patience installed at the Art Gallery
of Peterborough in Peterborough, Ontario, Canada

SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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Harness the power of online video
by Abby Glassenberg

S

AQA member Clara Nartey chal-

very first video in her series, one com-

to instantly convey emotion and per-

lenged herself to explore how

menter wrote, “What a great video

sonality, making a lasting impression

to use stitching more extensively in

and your sparkling personality really

in people’s minds. This is why many

her work this year. Instead of doing

shows through!”

social media experts are predicting

“I’ve got a good response so far,”

that video will become increasingly

progress photos on her blog, Nartey

Nartey notes. “I have people watch-

important for building a business in

decided to document her process in

ing and learning how to create

the years to come.

a weekly video series. “I film myself

stitched drawings from all over the

creating stitched drawings: pencil-like

world. The other day someone from

age of video,” Facebook founder Mark

drawings using thread and fabric,”

the United Kingdom emailed me

Zuckerburg recently told BuzzFeed

she says. “I post a video each week on

a photo of a piece she’d created by

News. “I wouldn’t be surprised if you

YouTube.”

watching my videos.”

fast-forward five years and most of

it alone in her studio, or sharing

“We’re entering this new golden

As Nartey has discovered, video

the content that people see on Face-

artists learn her technique, and they

is a highly effective way to reach an

book and are sharing on a day-to-day

have also helped Nartey build a larger

online audience. A video grabs the

basis is video.”

audience for her own work. Of the

viewer’s attention and has the power

Nartey’s videos have helped other

SAQA member Clara Nartey’s
video series opens with a graphic
animation that complements her
website and creates memorable
branding and identity.
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Creating a quality instructional
video was once a daunting task
requiring expensive photography
and lighting equipment and multiple
trained technicians to film and edit
the final footage. Although that kind
of financial and time investment may
still be required to create videos with
very high production values, today it
is easy and inexpensive to film, edit,
and publish a high-quality video right
in your own studio with no special
equipment beyond a smartphone.

Today it is easy and
inexpensive to film, edit,
and publish a high-quality
video right in your own
studio with no special
equipment beyond a
smartphone.

(Photojojo offers a very affordable
mount that connects your phone to
any tripod), as well as one with an
extendable arm that will allow you to
easily film overhead videos (EasyAcc

record a quick video for any platform,” she says. Make simple edits
to your video with iMovie, a free
program that comes preinstalled on
Macs, or Windows Movie Maker for
PCs.
YouTube is the most familiar online
platform for video and it is also the
second most powerful online search
engine with more than 3 billion
searches conducted each month.
video right now, though, so it is

low-cost equipment to make productripod that fits around your phone

be crammed into my sewing studio to

There are many other platforms for

If you do want to invest in some
ing videos easier, consider getting a

tripod and lights no longer need to

worth thinking through what your
white wall and my ironing board

goal is for your video so that you can

as a table,” Sleboda recalls. “Later I

determine how long it should be and

moved to my sewing table and did

where it might do best.

most of my videos from there. Video

Try creating a video for Instagram.

is so important to my business that

An Instagram video can be anywhere

this year I built a permanent set. My

from 3-60 seconds and can only be
see “Online video” on page 30

offers a gooseneck mount for smartphones and tablets for under $30).
Shoot video during the daytime in
natural light or set up some studio
lights before you begin. If you are
filming yourself, face the window
rather than having your back toward
it so that you don’t end up silhouetted and backlit.
Before you begin, take time to clear
the space that will be in the frame so
that there is nothing extraneous that
could serve as a distraction for the
viewer. Having filmed several dozen
quilting technique videos for her YouTube channel, artist Cheryl Sleboda
created a dedicated set in her studio
where she can film on a regular basis.
“My first videos were using a blank
Cheryl Sleboda’s YouTube Channel

SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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SAQA Seminar expands member benefits
through mulitimedia content
by Deborah Boschert

2016

STITCHING

SAQA Seminar, an exciting new project from the
Education Committee, is a multimedia collection
of content on a specific theme designed to inform,
inspire, and connect SAQA members. The 2016
theme is stitching.

What’s included?

opportunities to connect with other

Can anyone participate?

Everything is accessible online,

members. After the active period, all

SAQA Seminar is exclusively for SAQA

including articles, short video con-

the content will be compiled into one

members. It is an exciting new mem-

versations with artists, collections

online collection and remain acces-

ber benefit that we think will be a

of resources in the form of link lists,

sible to SAQA members forever.

wonderful resource for years to come.

opportunities to connect with others

Stitching is such a big topic. How
can you cover it all?

via live video chats and online discus-

We certainly can’t cover it all! We’ve

Tell me more about how
members will connect through
SAQA Seminar.

sion forums.

divided SAQA Seminar into five

Getting to know other art quilters is

units. As new content is added to the

one of the best parts of being a SAQA

How do I get access?

website, it’s organized into different

member, so we have built that into

It’s easy. Register for SAQA Seminar

topics for each unit.

the SAQA Seminar format in two

Pinterest boards, and stitching challenges to participate in. There are also

at saqa.com, then you will receive a
personalized account on the separate

Unit 1: Materials, Tools and Techniques

ways.
First, there are regular Stitch Chats

Unit 2: Advanced Study

using an awesome new video confer-

Unit 3: History and Culture

encing platform. Up to 25 members

is released. You can log on to the web-

Unit 4: Art and Artists

will log on at a specific time and

site and find fresh information and

Unit 5: Wrap-up

be able to see and hear each other.

SAQA Seminar website. Weekly email
updates announce new content as it

content every few weeks throughout
the duration of SAQA Seminar.

So it will only run for a certain
amount of time?
Yes and no. SAQA Seminar 2016
Stitching is running from early September through December. During
that time, new content is released
regularly and there are regular

14
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The content is specifically developed to offer something for all SAQA
members whether they are new art
quilters or experienced professionals.
Looking ahead, the Education
Committee plans to use these same
five topic areas for future installments
of SAQA Seminar. So, we may cover
surface design, color, or composition
using this same structure.

A moderator guides the discussion
related to the topic of the unit. For
instance, during Unit 3: History
and Culture, members might share
stories of travels where they have
experienced interesting examples of
stitching in other parts of the world.
Other times, members might show
examples of stitching they’re working
on. Maybe they’ll even stitch during
the chat! Stitch Chats are scheduled

time period so international mem-

What are some highlights I can
look forward to?

how some Juried Artist Members cre-

bers and members with different

There will be something for everyone!

ate award winning art quilts? There

throughout the active SAQA Seminar

schedules will have opportunities to

Are you confused about how

Want to hear the nitty gritty about

are several casual video conversations

participate. We think you’ll enjoy the

thread and needles are measured and

where artists are interviewed about

opportunity to see each other’s faces,

labeled? There’s an article and links to

their process.

hear each other’s voices, and have

charts with the answers.

real-time conversations.

Are you overwhelmed with images

Are you interested in what’s happening with stitching in the larger

and options on Pinterest? We’ve

worldwide community? We have a

system where members can post

curated and organized several excel-

collection of resources and stories

comments, thoughts, or questions

lent pins onto boards you can use to

about the cultural influence of stitch-

on any topic and others can respond.

learn and inspire.

ing that will inform and inspire.

Second, there is a message board

You can chose to have the messages

Looking for something new? We’ve

delivered to your email or you can log

collected examples of artists who are

on to the message boards and read

using stitching in completely unique

through the online discussions. We’re

and unusual ways. You may not want

excited that this system allows us to

to create art in quite the same way,

categorize and organize topics. Mem-

but you may discover new possibili-

bers can pick and chose which topics

ties for stitching in your own creative

or discussions they are interested in.

practice.

Deborah Boschert is a SAQA JAM and
board member residing in Lewisville,Texas,
and is the chair of the SAQA Education
Committee.
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My quilt is accepted! Now what?
Many tasks combine to create travel-ready artworks
by Sarah Entsminger

C

ongratulations! You’re in!
The time and effort spent to

create an artwork for a SAQA exhibi-

the necessary steps toward a success-

records. That way, you won’t submit

ful traveling exhibition.

it to another exhibition in the same

Include the exhibition coordinator

time frame or sell it to someone who

tion makes you an important player

assigned to your exhibition in your

expects to take possession before the

in our exhibition schedule and our

safe senders list for email, as you will

exhibition ends. Once the con-

mission to promote the art quilt. It

continue to receive communications

tract has been signed and the quilt

is tempting to sit back and celebrate,

while your quilt is part of the travel-

shipped, the work cannot be with-

but acceptance means there is still

ing program. Keep the exhibition

drawn from the exhibition.

much work to do before you enjoy

coordinator updated with any new

seeing your work on display.

contact information for yourself so

more paperwork to process. You will

you don’t miss out on the exciting

need to write an artist biography for

exhibition coordinator by the Exhibi-

news when a new venue agrees to

the Education Committee to use in

tion Committee to assist with myriad

host the exhibit.

preparing materials for docent train-

Each exhibition is assigned an

Once that is done, there is still

administrative and collaborative

When you submitted your original

ing, as well as educational activities

tasks. These steps are required to

registration, you were asked to either

for each exhibition. This biography

build a collection of accepted pieces

state the sales price or choose “not

should be written in the third person

into an exhibition ready to travel.

for sale” for each piece. The contract

to serve as an introduction when you

The exhibition coordinator will send

you receive will reflect what was in

are not present with the exhibition.

you a packet of information, titled

the registration. You need to double-

Remember to include information

Artist Instructions, along with a

check to make certain it’s correct, as it

about your website and where you

contract.

cannot be changed once the contract

can be found on social media.

The first thing you need to do is

is returned. Sign and return the con-

input all the important dates listed in

tract as directed — one copy electroni-

instructions includes the date your

the instructions into your calendar.

cally and the original via the United

quilt must be received by SAQA

It is vital that you adhere to these

States Postal Service.

Shipping Central. Your wonderful,

deadlines, as many others are working in tandem with you to complete

Save yourself stress by record-

The schedule of dates in the

accepted quilt is very important to

ing the dates your quilt will be part

you, so how you package and ship

of the traveling exhibition in your

the quilt should reflect this. Before
you begin looking for the right box,
examine your quilt with a critical
eye. Are there threads hanging? Is
there pet hair on the surface? Are
there creases that need pressing?

SAQA’s Earth Stories exhibition
Huntington (West Virginia) Museum of Art

16
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SAQA member resources
The SAQA website has a wealth of exhibition information for members. We
encourage you to visit often. Interested in a topic not listed here? Please email
editor@saqa.com with your idea.
Does it need to be aired out before
packing? Is the sleeve the correct size
and placed properly? Does the label

General resource articles
www.saqa.com/resources.php?ID=2240

Review your artist’s instructions and

Specific articles of interest
How to make a hanging sleeve by Sarah Ann Smith

online resources. If you are shipping

Shipping 3D artwork by Susan Else

a 3D piece, review online resource

How to write a press release by Cheryl Dineen Ferrin

articles available to SAQA members

General exhibition guidelines
www.saqa.com/resources.php?ID=3496

contain all the required information?

(see sidebar) and pay close attention
to the packaging suggestions.
Find a sturdy box that will allow
you to either fold, with appropriate
cushioning, or roll your quilt. If you
are reusing a box, be sure to remove
all previous shipping labels and bar
codes. Use bubble wrap or tissue
paper to protect the quilt as it is
rolled or folded, then wrap it in clear
plastic. Your box may be exposed
to the elements several times before

Specific Items of Interest:
SAQA policies and FAQs
SAQA shipping policies
SAQA Journal Page
www.saqa.com/members.php?ID=3263
Index of Journal articles
How to improve color accuracy in quilt photography by Deidre Adams
How to pack and ship fiber sculptures by Susan Else
Write artist statements that welcome, captivate your audience by Sarah Entsminger

it reaches its destination. Once you

Traveling Exhibition Program puts members’ work on the road by Bill Reker

have the plastic-wrapped package in

Picture this! Instagram for art quilters by Abby Glassenberg

the box, along with any materials

Behind the scenes display hardware for quilts by Daren Redman

requested in the artist instructions,

Blogging: A guide for getting started by Mirka Knaster

seal the box. Reinforce the corners
and edges of the box. It’s a good idea

Photographing your art like a professional by Cindy Grisdela

to use bright colored or printed duct

Writing a press release by Amanda Carestio

tape somewhere on your box so that

Email Contacts

if it is misplaced, there will be an easy

Exhibition Committee Chairman
Gwyned Trefethen, exhibitcoord@saqa.com

way to identify your box among all
the other brown boxes in transit.
SAQA covers the insurance while
your quilt is part of the traveling

SAQA Traveling Exhibition Coordinator
Bill Reker, shipping@saqa.com

program, but it’s your responsibility
to provide insurance for the trip to

accept it and put it into secure stor-

box’s arrival. Set your mind at ease by

Shipping Central. It is very important

age. You will be able to track the time

tracking your package online.

to send your box with both track-

and the name on the signature line so

ing and signature required. You can

you will know that your box arrived

There are no restrictions on publish-

use the tracking number online to

at its destination safely. There are too

ing images of your accepted artwork

follow your box’s journey. Requiring

many packages going in and out of

prior to the opening of the exhibit.

a signature will insure that your box

Shipping Central for SAQA to be able

Consider this your opportunity to

is not left when no one is available to

to send you confirmation of each

create positive press about your work

Your work is not finished yet!

see “Accepted” on page 32
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ABM International does it again!

With AutoPilot® Mach 3!

ABM International rolls out it’s new computerized robotics system
with exciting new features and capabilities only imagined until now!

ABM calls on it’s industrial past to push the future. In 1983 ABM installed it’s first computerized robotics system on an industrial quilting machine. Shortly thereafter ABM
received a patent for computerized robotics quilting (4,505,212).
The transition of industrial robotics to ABM International’s Innova line of quilting machines was natural. The new AutoPilot computerized robotics for Innova evolved at a
rapid pace as the system of choice with a reputation for being user friendly and easy
to learn. The leaps and bounds of technological advancement during the past two
decades has driven AutoPilot to a new level that quilters of all abilities are sure to
appreciate.
In AutoPilot’s new Mach 3 you will find many outstanding features such as touchscreen gestures that
open a whole new world of ease in navigating the software
and editing patterns.
• Right click menus assure the user that appropriate options
are just a right click or finger tap away.
• Slide in panels tuck away at the swipe of the finger to gain
maximum editing space.
• Customize your own personal workspace to show only the
features used most often.
• Re-color the software scheme, highlight a single icon to optimize for teaching,
or just create a peaceful workspace.
• Work on multiple projects at one time.
• Create and save Pattern Pads specific to customers, genres,
favorites, or any custom group you like.
• Place a photo of your quilt onscreen and design your
quilting according to your actual quilt piecing.
Your favorite settings will save in your system and be
your chosen default at future start-ups saving you
design time. Among the many fun usability changes
already mentioned are even more features and
added options to features you currently enjoy. Draw
and stitch out instantly with our all new patented
Innova Sketch. ®

®

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
Edge to Edge
like our super cool automatic multiple row
gap and offset adjustment!
preview your stitchout onscreen.
direction, endpoints, and crosshairs.
or individual patterns within a group, for a perfect fit.
use. Split, divide, flip, rotate, and resize to your heart’s content.

®

rotate.

®
New Lightning Stitch features conveniently allow
you to work directly at the sewhead
®
when tools call for precision placement or stitchout
action. Place and morph patterns perfectly using the boundary tool with sewhead. Place pushpins, pause, stop
and resume sewing right at the sewhead. Sewing time display, stitch count and
pattern data interface contribute to improved project management.
AutoPilot Mach 3 increases
speed and improves accuracy. The possibilities are endless with the tools provided in
AutoPilot Mach 3! You’ve seen ABM International introduce many new patented
specialty items such as PantoVision (9,267,222), Sequin Stitcher (9,074,309), and
Innova Sketch (9,010,259 B2).
Watch as ABM International continues on its innovative
journey and enjoy the rewarding results brought to Innova
and longarm quilters around the world!
www.innovalongarm.com
1888-99Quilt

®
Since 1947

SAQA member gallery: Raining Cats & Dogs
Denise Currier
Perfect Moment in Time
31 x 24 inches | 2015 | deniseacurrier.com
Bumps on the road along with encouragement and self-assurance
give hope tomorrow will bring the next perfect moment.

Sue Bleiweiss
Sherri
31 x 29 inches | 2014 | suebleiweiss.com
This piece was Inspired by my dog, Sherri.

Judith Roderick
Indoor Cats
37 x 43 inches | 2014
judithroderick.com
This quilt was inspired by the
American Bird Conservancy
campaign to keep cats indoors.
With great abandon, I used
many of the odd vintage
buttons I have collected.
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Barbara Yates Beasley
Summer Camp
39 x 39 inches | 2014 |
barbarayatesbeasley.com
I drew inspiration from family dogs
and neighborhood cats.

Joan Schopp Hunn
Linus
17 x 19 inches | 2015
Linus was a foster dog with our
Golden Retriever rescue group.

Christine Earl
Ollie Cat
27 x 16 inches | 2016 | quiltiquity.wordpress.com
A fabric collage in memory of my Tonkinese cat Ollie. He was
loving and bossy, ruling over our other cats and demanding
our attention at unreasonable hours of the night.

SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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SAQA member gallery: Raining cats & dogs
Barbara McKie
Dreaming of Home
42 x 57 inches | 2014
www.mckieart.com
Pets in animal shelter commercials
look out with pleading eyes; pets
who have left us are in our hearts.
These are photos of adopted pets
belonging to us and friends and
of other animals in shelters in
Connecticut and Alaska.

Kristin Shields
Rainy Day Blues
13 x 13 inches | 2016
kristinshieldsart.com
I found the perfect bit of cloud as I was
making the cat and decided to create
its personality to match a blue mood
on a rainy day.

Therese May
Prayer for Raining Cats and Dogs
62 x 67 inches | 2014 | theresemay.com
This quilt affirms the idea of literally
raining cats and dogs as a humorous
but sincere prayer for rain here in
California, currently in drought.
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Laura Bisagna
Los Gatos
42 x 43 inches | 2011 | laurabisagna.com
This diptych was inspired by historical gates found in Los Gatos, California.

Marcia DesRosiers
Maggie
18 x 22 inches | 2016 |
heartandhandsquilts.com
This piece is a memorial quilt of a much
beloved Doberman.

Rhonda Denney
Golden Moments
33 x 47 inches | 2015
A young girl shares special moments
with her best friend.

Upcoming
themes and
deadlines:

‘Tis a Curiosity: January 30, 2017
Future themes will include
Plus or Minus and High Stakes
See submission guidelines at
www.saqa.com/journal-gallery
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Time-saving tips to tame the social media beast
by Abby Glassenberg

ocial media could take over your

S

Instagram

your phone, you can do that. Edit

life if you let it. Taking pictures

Instagram is a crucial social media

your photos on your computer, then

and editing them to the correct size

platform for artists today. If you’re

email them to yourself or put them

for each platform, writing captions,

not there already, take some time to

in Dropbox and access them via the

finding interesting links, hashtagging,

set up an account and get started. Fill

Dropbox app. Once you have the

responding to comments — altogether,

out your profile completely so that

batch of photos in your camera roll,

it feels like a full-time job. And

new visitors to your feed will know

you can post one or two a day for the

that’s on top of the job you already

right away what you are all about.

coming week.

have — making art.

You only get one link on Instagram

Hashtags are the search tool for

and it’s in your profile, so be sure

Instagram. If you want to build

managing your social media account

to use it to point to your website or

your following, you will need to tag

is completely overwhelming, it’s pos-

online shop. Begin following other

your images so that other users can

sible to build your business on social

artists and quilters you admire so that

discover your feed. Instead of typing

media each day in a way that is both

you will see lots of beautiful new pho-

relevant hashtags for each image, cre-

enjoyable and sustainable. The key to

tos each time you open the app.

ate a note in the Notes app on your

Instagram is a mobile app that

phone with all of the hashtags you

Although at times it may feel like

success is twofold: develop a strategy
for using each platform well, and

truly forces you to be in the moment.

typically use (such as #artquilt #fib-

stick to a set of boundaries so you are

Although you can access Instagram

erart #textileartist #threadpainting

sure to quickly find your way back to

from your desktop computer, you can

#slowstitching). Then simply copy

your studio.

only upload photos from your phone,

the hashtags from your note and

and you can’t preschedule them. That

paste them into the caption, adding

unique in the audience it attracts, the

said, there are still ways to use the

any extras as needed.

type of posts that perform best, and

app efficiently. First, take a batch of

the kind of interaction it requires.

photos when you have time. If you

There is certainly no requirement that

would prefer to use your digital single

artists spend time developing a fol-

lens reflex (DSLR) camera rather than

Each social media platform is

lowing on every single one. It’s best
to spend your energies focused on the
two or three platforms that allow you
to connect most deeply with your
target audience. For visual artists,
those platforms include Facebook,
Instagram, and Pinterest.
Here are strategies to help you
use each of these social media tools
efficiently and effectively. Once you
have developed the habit of sharing updates with your community,
you will begin to reap the rewards of
interaction, and you will find yourself
looking forward to spending time
online each day.
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Spend about 15 minutes on Insta-

boards with themes that match your

followers get your perspective. Share

gram each day. Upload one or two

brand and aesthetic. Be sure to have a

images of your work in progress or

new photos and captions and, if need

board for you own business, too. Pin

use the Facebook Live feature to dem-

be, change the link in your profile so

your own images to that board, then

onstrate a technique or simply talk to

that it points directly to a relevant

repin them to other boards that are

your audience. Facebook groups can

page on your website. Respond to any

relevant.

be a terrific way to network with col-

comments left on your photos. Scroll

Pinterest rewards active boards by

leagues and, if you start one of your

through your feed liking and com-

promoting them higher in a search,

menting on a few photos to develop

so spending up to just 10 minutes

community. If you don’t already, over

each day pinning and repinning on

quickly become a major distrac-

time you will come to really enjoy

Pinterest will help grow your fol-

tion. Once we open the app we find

the visual stimulation and inspiration

lowing, thereby driving traffic to

ourselves watching cat videos, and

happening on Instagram.

your blog, website, and online shop.

all of a sudden an hour has gone by.

The Pinterest mobile app is easy to

If this happens to you (as it does to

use and allows you to pin in small

me!) use the Facebook scheduling

Rather than thinking of Pinterest as

pockets of time; you can even do this

tool to schedule updates to your page

a social media platform, think of it

while waiting in line at the coffee

throughout the week. Then only log

as a search and discovery tool much

shop. Periodically sharing some of

onto Facebook once a day to respond

like Google. Commenting on pins

your Pinterest boards on Facebook

to comments.

and responding to comments is not

will bring over some new followers

a productive use of your time on this

who might enjoy seeing the content

of having an art business today, but

platform. Instead, focus on creating

curation you do on Pinterest.

the tasks of keeping up accounts on

Pinterest

strong images for your website or

own, to build community.
For many of us, Facebook can

Social media is an important part

multiple platforms can, at times, feel

blog that you can pin. Also pin other

Facebook

people’s images you know your audi-

Facebook has the largest reach of

the activity to make you feel resentful

ence would appreciate. Set up 40-80

any social media platform. Given

of lost time, try viewing your social

that so many people use Facebook

media accounts as a giant sandbox. A

every day, it makes sense for most

sandbox is a place to play, to experi-

businesses to cultivate a community

ment with materials, and to make

there. Facebook has an algorithm that

new friends. So hop in and get your

determines what your fans see, so

hands dirty. Just remember you can’t

you don’t need to worry that you are

stay at the playground all day.

posting on Facebook too often. The
more the better.
When you find a relevant article or
tutorial that your community would
enjoy, share it on your feed, adding
your own commentary so that your

all-consuming. Instead of allowing

Abby Glassenberg blogs at whileshenaps.
com. She designs sewing patterns,
creates podcasts, and writes newsletters
about the sewing industry. She recently
co-founded the Craft Industry Alliance
(craftindustryalliance.org).
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Selections from

Natural Healing
Natural Healing is a traveling exhibition produced by SAQA New
Mexico. Since the dawn of history, humans have used plants and
animals to cure the sick, heal wounds, and promote health. Our
challenge for Natural Healing was to create a representation, in a
30˝ x 20˝ piece of fiber art, of one or more plants or animals that
contribute to human wellness. Inspiration could be from ancient or
cutting-edge medicine.
This regional exhibition began its journey in 2015 with a run at
the First Unitarian Church in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Other
prestigious venues include the Hubbard Museum of the America
West, Ruidoso Downs, New Mexico; National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland; The University of Chicago School of Medicine
& Biological Sciences, Chicago, Illinois; and the University of
Michigan Health System, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Chinook
Martha Wolfe

Osha – The Bear Plant
Ginny McVickar

Urchin – SP Transformer
Betty Busby
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Corn Lily
Nicole Dunn

Standley’s Cloak Fern
Betty Hahn

Foxglove
Denise Seavey

Echinacea
Frances O. Murphy
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Dorothy Caldwell from page 10
and a journal of earth collected dur-

Study Center & Museum, part of the

ing her travels. A full-color, 60-page

University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

catalog of the exhibition is available
from the Art Gallery of Peterborough.

In addition to her travels and work
in the studio, Dorothy enjoys teach-

Dorothy’s work is represented

ing, which gives a counterbalance to

by several galleries, including the

the solitary nature of her other work.

Snyderman-Works Galleries in Phila-

“I approach a workshop as a project

delphia. She received the prestigious

we embark on together to see what

Saidye Bronfman Award, given to one

can happen,” she says. “The artists

Canadian artist each year for excel-

who participate always give a great

lence in fine craft. Her work is in

deal of themselves. I find it very stim-

many permanent collections, includ-

ulating and learn a huge amount.”

ing the Museum of Arts and Design

Dorothy encourages students and

in New York; the Canadian Museum

others starting out on their artistic

of Civilization in Gatineau, Quebec,

journey to find ways to feed their

Canada; the Canadian Department of

work. This might take the form of

Foreign Affairs; Museum of Fine Arts,

studying things that interest you,

Boston; and the International Quilt

such as quilting or stitch traditions
from other times or cultures, or it
might be trying out new-to-you techniques or materials to see what you
want to spend more time on. You also
might take a close look at the work of
other artists you are drawn to as a way
to determine what path you want to
pursue, whether it’s color or stitch or
design, to develop your own personal
vocabulary of art.
“For me, the work is a vehicle
for connecting more deeply to my
interests and surroundings,” Dorothy
says. She recommends finding a community of artists to sustain you by
giving you a place to share ideas and
get inspiration. Other ways to feed
your work include submitting work to
juried exhibitions, visiting museums,
going through books and magazines
to look at all kinds of art, and exploring your individual interests more
deeply.
Once you have decided which
areas speak to you as an artist, it may
be helpful to limit your options.
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Fiber Art

now

Dorothy likes this quote from painter
Chuck Close: “When everything in

fibers | mixed media | textiles

the world was a possibility, I only
tried three or four things over and
over … once I decided I was going to

A fiber arts magazine & community

have relatively severe limitations,

print & digital magazine, exhibition listings, artist submissions,
artist interview program, events calendar & map, jobs board & more!

everything opened up.”
What does the future hold for

rt
Fiber A
now

Dorothy? “I have spent many years
working in locations away from home

tiles
d media | tex
fibers | mixe

and now I would like to reconnect,

APES:
LANDSCGO
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TAKING
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through my work, to the immediate
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area where I live. My intention is to
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re-explore, map, collect, and use local
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materials for dyeing and coloring.”

SPRING
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2015 Vol.

CAN
$10US+

LYNN POLLARD

Cindy Grisdela is a SAQA JAM who resides
in Reston, Virginia. View her work at
cindygrisdela.com.
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subscribe
now!
www.fiberartnow.net
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TOGETHER
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DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
March 1–4, 2017
Ocean Center

March 29–April 1, 2017
Lancaster County
Convention Center
NATIONAL BRAND PARTNER

Detail: SPUYTEN DUYVIL by Patricia Hobbs
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x from page 3

Online video from page 13
uploaded from a mobile device. You
can shoot a video using the camera app on your phone and then
add a filter and review the video in
Instagram before sharing it. (Sadly,
the Twitter-owned Vine app, which
allowed users to upload 6-second
videos, is being shut down.)
Or try a free app like Hyperlapse to
shoot a stop-motion movie of your
work in progress. Videos tend to get a
higher level of engagement than photos on Instagram, a factor that is even
more important now that Instagram
has an algorithmic feed that favors
quality posts with a high number
of likes and comments. You will be
able to see the view count below the
videos you post giving you immediate
feedback from your audience.
Live video is an exciting new
frontier to delve into, as well. The

Sacred Threads
2017 Biennial Exhibit
July 7-23 :: Herndon, VA
(outside Washington, D.C.)

Call for entries:
Oct. 1 – Dec. 31, 2016
Check the website for dates and
locations of the traveling exhibit.
Georgia, North Carolina,
California, Texas, Kentucky
2016-2017

Sponsors:
NinePatchFabrics.com
eQuilter.com

joy

inspiration

spirituality
healing

grief
peace

www.sacredthreadsquilts.com
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expectations for perfection are much
lower when you are shooting live
and, in fact, the raw element is a big
draw for viewers who enjoy seeing
snippets of people’s real lives. Social
media strategist Meighan O’Toole
explains, “What’s great about live
video is people really only care about
the content you offer. They are forgiving in the sense that you don’t need
to be super produced or coifed.” The
spontaneous interaction that live
video promises holds tremendous
power for true connection.
Try Periscope, a live video app
owned by Twitter, or try Facebook
Live if your audience prefers to
congregate on Facebook instead. For
either of these platforms, it is best to
announce in advance when you’ll
go live and what you’ll be discussing
so that people can show up at the
appointed time to ask questions and
interact with you.

Recently Instagram introduced
Stories, a short-form video feature
similar to Snapchat: record what
you’re doing, overlay text, and post.
The whole process takes just a minute
or two. Stories appear in a slideshow
format above your feed, rather than
in it, and they disappear within 24
hours. Think of your gorgeous Instagram photo as the “beauty shot” and
your Story as the “making of.”
And, of course, you can reuse
videos between platforms. Once you
have put in the effort to create a compelling video be sure to use it in multiple ways. Try uploading a Facebook
Live video to YouTube for example,
or an Instagram Story to your Facebook page. Sleboda uses her YouTube
videos in a multitude of ways. “I can
embed those videos in my blog or
other social media posts, even to Pinterest, she says. “I have taken my YouTube videos and uploaded them to
Facebook, and even cross-promoted
little snippets onto Instagram.”
No matter where you choose to
post videos, the key is to get started
and experiment. Accept that even if
your video isn’t perfect, it can still be
an effective tool for building a following and a customer base for your
work. “I’m hardly an expert at videos,” says artist Susie Monday, “but
I found that once I got over my fear
and just jumped in, the process was
pretty simple and repeatable.”
Abby Glassenberg blogs at whileshenaps.
com. She designs sewing patterns,
creates podcasts, and writes newsletters
about the sewing industry. She recently
co-founded the Craft Industry Alliance
(craftindustryalliance.org).

Shades of Unique
Exceptional Artisan Fabric for
Exceptional Artists

SAQA
Members
10% off

www.turtlehand.com
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SAQA

s, Inc.
Studio Art Quilt Associate

art quCOLLEilCTOtR

Accepted from page 17
Issue No. 5

Enjoy the
quarterly
publication
from SAQA
designed for
collectors of
art quilts.
$29.95 US addresses
$12 extra international
postage

as well as the exhibition. Use your
website, blog, or other social media
outlets to promote your work. Be
sure to include the dates, times, and
location(s) of the exhibition. Consider creating a short video about
your work, and your piece in particular, as another way of introducing yourself to potential viewers and
purchasers. As the time approaches
for the debut of your artwork,
consider preparing and sending a
personal press release to your local
news outlets. Include a high quality
photograph of your work to increase
your chances of publication.
SAQA’s website contains a wide
variety of resources to assist you in

Subscribe today at saqa.com

creating your artwork and writing
an artist statement, as well as to help
with all the steps needed to get your
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artwork seen by the public. The SAQA
Journal article index on the website
will allow you to quickly see relevant
articles that have been published by
title as well as category.

Join for the Journal...
stay for the community

The website also has a Resource
Articles page which includes articles
in other media, divided into sections.
The Exhibition page also has many
guides, including videos on how to
enter your quilt, how the exhibition
process works, and a detailed set of
frequently asked questions. All of
these resources are available for members to use at any time and are an
important part of your professional
development as a working artist.
Sarah Entsminger is a SAQA JAM residing
in Ashburn, Virginia. She is a member of
the Exhibition Committee.

Surface Design Association
Innovation in Fiber, Art, & Design

www.surfacedesign.org
Fabrics, threads, and sewing machines have always been
a big part of my life. I started with garment construction,
then moved to traditional quilting. Finally, I combined
artistic skills and quilting fabrics and have found my
home in art quilting! SAQA has been a big part of this
journey. I have enjoyed the conferences, the amazing
online information, and encouragement of like-minded
folks. Most of all, I cherish the connections and lifelong
friendships that have come through SAQA. I want to
see SAQA continue long into the future, inspiring the
next generation of art quilters. That’s why I’ve chosen to
donate to SAQA and have left instructions in my will. I
hope many others choose to do the same.
—Beth Schillig

Is SAQA in YOUR will?
SAQA Journal • 2016 | No. 4 •
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Quick Notes
To find out more about SAQA, contact Martha Sielman, executive director, at
860-530-1551 or execdirector@saqa.com. Visit our website at www.saqa.com.
Annual membership (U.S. and international): artist/associate member, $70; arts
professional, $95; juried artist, $135; student (full time with copy of ID), $35.
Studio Art Quilt Associates, Inc. (SAQA) is a nonprofit organization whose
mission is to promote the art quilt through education, exhibitions, professional
development, documentation and publications.
The SAQA Journal is published four times a year. To submit articles, contact the
SAQA Journal editor at editor@saqa.com. See the submission guidelines at
www.saqa.com/journal-submit.
Deadlines for articles:
2017 Issue 2 Jan. 30, 2017
2017 Issue 3

March 15, 2017

2017 Issue 4

July 20, 2017

For information about advertising in the SAQA Journal: ads@saqa.com

You can help SAQA save on printing and mailing costs by
choosing to read the SAQA Journal online only. Login to mySAQA
(www.saqa.com/mySAQA) and select Manage Your Account.

DOWNLOAD OUR NEW APP!
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JAM SHOWCASE

Cherrie Hampton
Woman at the Well
27 x 26 inches
Pure water is mankind’s most profound requirement. Much of the world struggles with the dayto-day issues of finding and collecting water, often finding only contaminated water shared by
animals. This young woman’s deep pleasure at drinking from a newly dug fresh water well inspires
me to recreate her image so that others will become aware of not only her need but also our own.
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Quilters everywhere have fallen in
love with Alex Anderson’s line of
rulers, cutting mats, and battings.
Now Alex introduces our new

Quilters Select ™

thread—recommended for hand
piecing, machine quilting, embroidery,
and more. Featuring 60wt and
80wt spools, AND an array of
colored bobbins that are perfect
for custom creations!

SELECT
IS HERE!

PARA-COTTON POLY

PERFECT COTTON-PLUS

This 80wt thread comes in 40 amazing
colors on 400m spools and has been
thermally treated to remove undesired
stretchiness and shrinkage. This process
reduces the shiny sheen to make the thread
feel, stitch and look like mercerized cotton!
Great for quilters, fiber artists and embroiders.

Available in 60wt ply in 60 luscious colors
of 400m spools, this thread is everything
both machine and hand piecers love about
sewing with Egyptian Cotton thread plus the
added strength needed for freehand machine
quilting! Just one try and you will agree it is
the “perfect cotton” thread!

CLASS 15 AND
L SIZE BOBBINS
Now quilters can enjoy the
use of bobbins just like embroiderers!
The 80wt Para-Cotton Poly makes for the
perfect bobbin thread. And with 40 colors
available, you no longer have to waste time
winding up thread to match your quilting
project! Once you have use one of these dazzling
color bobbins, you’ll want every single color!

Made specifically for quilters.

Available now at independent sewing and craft stores worldwide! Find a dealer at www.QuiltersSelect.com

